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Abstract

A refinement is a transformation for replacing a simple entity of a system with its functional and
operational details. In general, the refined system may become incorrect even if the original system
is correct because some of its original properties may have been lost or some unneeded properties
may have been created. For systems specified in pure ordinary Petri nets, this paper proposes the
conditions imposed on several types of refinement under which the following 19 properties will be
preserved: state machine, marked graph, free choice net, asymmetric choice net, conservativeness,
structural boundedness, consistence, repetitiveness, rank, cluster, rank-cluster-property, coverability
by minimal state-machines, siphon, trap, cyclomatic complexity, longest path, boundedness, liveness
and reversibility. Such results have significance in three aspects: (1) It releases the designer’s burden
for having to provide different methods for individual properties. (2) In the literature, refinements
have been shown preserving several equivalence relations and behavioral properties. Our results show
that they also preserve many structural properties. (3) It greatly enlarges the scope of applicability of
refinements because they can now be applied on systems that satisfy more properties than just liveness
and boundedness.
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1. Introduction

In Petri-net-based modular system design, transformations, such as refinements, compo-
sitions, reductions, etc., are often applied on the nets in order to develop a correct design
specification. In this process, one of the difficult tasks is to verify that the transformed nets
are correct, i.e., possessing certain desirable properties. In the literature, there exist three
popular approaches for such purposes. Thefirst approach may be called direct proof where
by the transformed net is directly shown (i.e., based on definitions or by constructive algo-
rithms) whether possessing the desirable properties or not. The challenge of this approach
is that distinct verification methods may have to be sought for different nets and differ-
ent properties. Thesecondapproach is called property-preservation. In this approach, the
original net is assumed to be satisfying some specific properties and the transformation is
required to preserve these properties in the transformed net. The advantage of this approach
is that the transformed net is automatically correct without the need of further verifica-
tion. However, the challenge is to find the appropriate transformation that preserves the
specified properties. Thethird approach is to use characterizations. A characterization is a
relationship that relates several properties. Sometimes, for a specific property, it may be too
difficult to find a direct proof or no transformations that preserve this property are available.
Then, based on some known characterizations, a designer may verify the other properties
appearing in the characterization instead of verifying the specified one. For example, based
on Characterization AC-5 of Section2, in order to prove the liveness of a general Petri net,
it is sufficient to prove that it satisfies several structural properties.

This paper investigates a special type of transformations called refinement and its
property-preserving approach for verification. It shows that several elementary refinements
can preserve 19 properties. These 19 properties can accommodate many aspects of systems.
As explained below, such results constitute a significant contribution to the application and
theory of Petri-net-based transformations for system design.

(a) Our results extend the preservation of behavioral properties to structural proper-
ties: In Petri-net-based system design, properties are the backbone for many aspects of
investigation. In the olden days, knowledge in this field was limited to a few behavioral
properties, such as liveness and boundedness. At present, these few properties are inade-
quate for designing complex real-life systems wherein a great variety of system-dependent
and domain-dependent properties are involved. As this field is becoming more mature, the
number of properties under study has been greatly increased. Many new structural properties
and behavioral properties[11] have been reported in the literature.

In the survey paper, Brauser et al.[1] classified refinement techniques into two categories
according to what kind of properties they preserve. The first category preserves behavioral
properties (which include boundedness and liveness), whereas the second category pre-
serves semantic equivalence (e.g., failure equivalence). Most of the refinement techniques
reported in the literature (including[16,17]) belong to the first category. However, most
of them considered the preservation of liveness and boundedness only. This paper follows
the recent research trend of this field. It shows that, besides the three common behav-
ioral properties boundedness, liveness and reversibility, the various refinements can also
preserve 16 structural properties, namely, state machine, marked graph, free-choice-ness,
asymmetric-choice-ness, conservativeness, structural boundedness, consistence, repetitive-
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ness, rank, cluster, rank-cluster-property, coverability by minimal state-machines, siphon,
trap, cyclomatic complexity and longest path.

(b) Our results enhance the characterization-based approach for system verfication:
Sometimes, in system verification, it is too difficult to verify directly a specific property or
to show that a specific property is preserved. However, if some algebraic characterizations
relating this property with some others are available, it may be simpler to do this for the
other properties than for the specific property. Hence, if more properties are involved, it may
be easier to find the appropriate characterizations or property-preserving transformations.

(c) Our results enhance the property-preserving approach for system verification:In
system design, a transformation may serve two purposes. One is topermanently modifythe
system according to the objective in the design process. The other is totemporarily modify
the system so that it is easier to verify certain properties of the original system by verifying
the modified system. The transformation is temporary because, after the verification, it will
be abandoned and the design process resumes from the original net.

For the first purpose, since a transformation is permanent, a single transformation should
be able and enough to ‘carry’all the properties from the original net to the transformed net.
For example, suppose we want to create a live system that can be covered by state machines
(SM-coverable). If we start with a draft live net that is SM-coverable, we should apply
only those refinements that can preserve both liveness and SM-coverability. Hence, it is
necessary to show that the refinement, besides liveness, also preserves SM-coverability. In
general, the more properties a refinement is shown to preserve, the more advanced systems
it can be applied to design.

For the second purpose, if a single transformation cannot preserve all the specified prop-
erties, a designer has to apply several different transformations which can preserve these
properties separately. Though being able to achieve the goal of verification if such transfor-
mations are available, obviously it will not be so efficient as if applying a single transfor-
mation that can preserve all these properties.

In the early stage of research in property-preserving transformations, the scope of studies
was largely quite narrow. For instance, existing results concerning refinements and reduc-
tions are mostly about liveness and boundedness and seldom about other properties. Also,
most transformations are quite specific, such as merging a few places or transitions[9–11],
reducing[7,13] and refining[16,17] individual places or transitions or very specific sub-
nets. To circumvent these shortcomings, current research is expanding in two directions,
one aiming at properties other than liveness and boundedness and another at more general
transformations. For instance, Cheung, Zeng and Lu provided conditions for the preserva-
tion of place-invariants under five very general transformations on ordinary Petri nets[2]
and colored Petri nets[3]. Mak [11] investigated the preservation of 20 properties under
many transformations defined in terms of various operations (such as choice, sequential,
interleave, parallel, disable, eliminations, etc.) on software processes.

Note that this paper does not propose totally new refinement techniques but focuses on
the expansion of properties they can preserve. For example, as will be described below,
there are some minor differences between the refinement techniques of Valette[17] and
Susuki et al.[16] (referred to as VS below) and ours. In fact, the differences lie just in the
ways of modeling the refinement net and stating the assumptions. However, these minor
differences have led to different ways for proving those common results—the preservation
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of liveness and boundedness. The major difference between these two papers and ours is that
ours shows that, in addition to the few behavioral properties, refinements can also preserve
many structural properties.
(a) Our refinement netB2 has a unique entry place with multiple exit transitions and a

unique exit place with multiple entry transitions. In VS’s models, the refinement net
starts with a unique entry transition and ends with a unique exit transition. However,
from the viewpoint of system structures, if we ignore the system properties our model
and VS’s models can be easily converted to each other.

(b) In order for a refinement to work properly,B2 should be non-re-enterable. That is, once
started,B2 cannot be initiated again until the current cycle has terminated. In VSs’
models, this is ensured by requiringB2 to be well-formed ork-well-behaved and the
refined transitiontr not to be 2-enabled or(k + 1)-enabled in the refined net. In our
model, this is ensured by requiringB2 to initiate and terminate properly andtr not to be
2-enabled.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents some basics about Petri
nets including Petri net processes and algebraic characterizations. Transition and place
refinements and their preservation of 19 properties are presented in Sections3 and 4,
respectively. In Section5, an example is given. Some concluding remarks are given in
Section6. In order not to interrupt the flow of description in the main context of the pa-
per and to provide convenient references to the readers, theorem proofs are put in the
appendix.

2. Basics of Petri nets and Petri net processes

This section presents some basics of Petri nets. In particular, it defines Petri net processes
that are used to replace the specified transitions and some new properties specifically for
them.

2.1. Petri net

A net is a 4-tupleN = (P, T , F,W), whereP is a finite set ofplaces, T is a finite set
of transitionssuch thatP ∩ T = � andP ∪ T �= �, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is the
flow relationandW is a weight functionsuch thatW(x, y) ∈ N+ (positive integers) if
(x, y) ∈ F andW(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) /∈ F . A net is said to beordinary if W = 0 or 1. In
this case,W will be omitted.

The marking(or state) for a net is a functionM:P → N (non-negative integers).M
may be represented by a multi-set expression or a|P |-vector(M(p1), . . . ,M(p|P |)), where
M(p) is the number oftokensin placep ∈ P . For example, ifM = (1,0,0, . . . ,0), then
the multi-set expressionM + 2p2 + 3p|P | represents the marking(1,2,0, . . . ,0,3).

A Petri net(N,M0) is a net with an initial markingM0. A transitiont ∈ T is said to
bek-enabled(or k-firable) for k ∈ N+ at a markingM iff ∀p ∈ P : (M(p)�kW(p, t)). k
is omitted if being equal to 1.Firing (or executing) transitiont results in changing marking
M to markingM ′, whereM ′(p) = M(p) − W(p, t) + W(t, p) ∀p ∈ P .
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Let(N,M0)be a Petri net.N is said to bepureorself-loop-freeiff ∀x, y ∈ P∪T : ((x, y) ∈
F ⇒ (y, x) /∈ F). M[N, t〉 means that transitiont is enabled atM. For a sequence
� = t1 . . . tk ∈ T ∗, M[N,�〉 means that there exist markingsMi, i = 1, . . . , k such that
M0 = M andMi−1[N, ti〉Mi andMk−1[N, tk〉.L(B,M0) denotes the language of(B,M0),
i.e., L(B,M0) = {�|M[N,�〉}. M[N,�〉M ′ means thatM ′ is reachablefrom M by firing
sequence�. If � is not explicitly specified, the notationM[N, ∗〉M ′ is used.R[N,M]
denotes thereachability setof N from markingM, i.e., the smallest set of markings such
that (i)M ∈ R[N,M] and (ii) if M ′ ∈ R[N,M] andM ′[N, t〉M ′′ for somet ∈ T , then
M ′′ ∈ R[N,M]. N may be omitted if understood.
V = POST–PRE is theincidence matrixof N , where PRE is a|P | × |T | matrix whose

elementw(p, t) is the weight of the arc from placep to transitiont . POST is a|P |• × |T |
matrix whose elementw(t, p) is the weight of the arc from transitiont to placep. The rank
of V may be written as Rank(V ) or Rank(N). For matrixV with rows inP and columns
in T , if P1 ⊆ P andT1 ⊆ T , thenV [P1, T1] denotes the sub-matrix ofV with rows in
P1 and columns inT1. V [p, T ], V [P, t]) andV [p, t] are particular cases for rowp and
columnt . Also, if it is clear from the context, we do not distinguish the symbols between
column vectors and row vectors. For a Petri net(N,M0),M = M0 +V �, is called thestate
equation, where� is called thefiring count vectorof a firing sequence� if �[t] = #(�, t)
is the number of times transitiont occurs in�. For x ∈ P ∪ T , •x = {y|(y, x) ∈ F }
andx• = {y|(x, y) ∈ F } are called thepre-set(input set) and post-set(output set) of
x, respectively. For a setX ⊆ P ∪ T , •X = ∪x∈X•x andX• = ∪x∈Xx•. #(�, p•) =∑

t∈p• #(�, t),#(�, •p) = ∑
t∈•p #(�, t).

The definitions of some basic structural and behavioral properties of a Petri net(N,M0)

referenced in this paper are listed below.
• A placep is said to bebounded(resp.,k-bounded) iff ∃k > 0:(∀M ∈ R[N,M0〉,M(p)

�k]. (N,M0) is said to bebounded(resp.,k-bounded) iff every place ofN is bounded
(resp.,k-bounded). A place is said to besafeiff it is 1-bounded.(N,M0) is said to be
safeiff all its places are 1-bounded.N is said to bestructurally boundediff it is bounded
for every initial markingM0.

• For x ∈ P ∪ T , the cluster [6] of x, denoted as [x], is the smallest subset ofP ∪ T

satisfying three conditions: (1)x ∈ [x]; (2) if p ∈ P ∩ [x] thenp• ⊆ [x]; and (3) if
t ∈ T ∩ [x] then•t ⊆ [x]. Theset of clustersof N is denoted as C(N) = {[x]|x ∈
P ∪ T }.

• N is connected[6] iff it is not composed of two disjoint and non-empty subnets.N is
strongly connectedif and only if, for every pair of nodesx andy, there exists a directed
path fromx to y.

• N is conservative[15] iff there exists a|P |-vector��1 such that�V = 0, consistent
[15] iff there exists a|T |-vector��1 such thatV � = 0 andrepetitive[12,15] iff there
exists a|T |-vector��1 such thatV ��0.

• A transition t is said to belive iff ∀M ∈ R[N,M0〉: (∃M ′: (M[∗〉M ′ andM ′[t〉), or
equivalently,∀M ∈ R[N,M0〉: (∃� ∈ T ∗: (M[�t〉). (N,M0) is said to belive iff every
transition ofN is live. N is said to bestructurally liveif there exists a markingM0 such
that(N,M0) is live [5,8].

• N is said to satisfy therank-and-cluster property(RC-property) [15] if Rank(N) =
|C(N)| − 1.
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• (N,M0) is said to bereversible[5] if ∀M ∈ R[N,M0〉: (M0 ∈ R[N,M〉.
• A set of placesD is called asiphon(or deadlock) if •D ⊆ D• and atrap if D• ⊆ •D

[5].
• A subnetNi = (Pi, Ti, Fi) of N is anSM-componentof N if Ni is a strongly connected

SM andTi = •Pi ∪ P •
i . N is said to beSM-coverable[6] iff there exists a set ofSM-

components{N1, . . . , Nk} such thatP = ∪iPi, T = ∪iTi andF = ∪iFi , wherei runs
from 1 tok. {N1, . . . , Nk} is called anSM-coverof N and is said to beminimal iff none
of its proper subsets is also an SM-cover ofN.

• N is called astate machine(SM) [6,12] iff ∀t ∈ T : (|•t | = |t•| = 1), a marked graph
(MG) iff ∀p ∈ P : (|•p| = |p•| = 1), a free choice(FC) net iff ∀t1, t2 ∈ T : (•t1 ∩ •t2 �=
� ⇒ •t1 = •t2), and anasymmetric choice(AC) net iff ∀t1, t2 ∈ T : (•t1 ∩ •t2 �= � ⇒
•t1 ⊆ •t2 or •t2 ⊆ •t1).

• N is said to bewell-formedif there exists anM0 such that(N,M0) is live and bounded.
Some algebraic characterizations of Petri nets are summarized as follows:
AC-1 (Necessary condition for a reachable marking). Let� be a place invariant of(N,M0).

Then,∀M ∈ R[N,M0〉, �M = �M0.
AC-2 (Sufficient condition for repetitiveness[12]). A consistent Petri net is repetitive.
AC-3 (Sufficient condition for strong connectedness, [8]). A conservative, consistent and

connected net is strongly connected.
AC-4 A net is structurally bounded[12] iff ∃|P|-vector��1:(�V �0).
AC-5 (Rank Theorem for liveness, [6]). Let N be an ordinary Petri net which is connected,

conservative, consistent and satisfies the RC-property.(N,M0) is live if �M0 > 0
for every semi-positive place invariant� of (N,M0).

AC-6 (Rank Theorem, [6]). Let N be an ordinary Petri net. IfN is connected, conservative,
consistent and satisfies the RC-property, thenN is well-formed. IfN is well-formed,
then Rank(N) < |{•t |t ∈ T }|.

AC-7 (Sufficient condition for FC net). If ∀p ∈ P : •(p•) = {p}), thenN is a FC net.
AC-8 (Rank Theorem for FC net, [6]). Let N be a FC Petri net.N is well-formed iff N is

connected, conservative, consistent and satisfies the RC-property.
AC-9 (Sufficient condition for SM-coverability, [6]). Let N be an ordinary Petri net.

If N is connected, conservative, consistent and satisfies the RC-property, thenN is
SM-coverable.

Throughout this paper, we consider only pure, ordinary Petri nets.

2.2. Petri net process

In a transition refinement, a transition is replaced with a Petri net process, a type of nets
with a special structure, a control marking and some initiation/termination rules.

Definition 2.1 (Process). A net process(or just process) is a 3-tupleB = (N, pe, px),
where
(a) N = (P, T , F ) is an ordinary, pure and connected net,
(b) pe (theentry place) is the only placep ∈ P such that•p = � and
(c) px (theexit place) is the only placep ∈ P such thatp• = �.
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A Petri net process(B,Mc) is a processB with a control markingMc satisfying the con-
straints:Mc(pe) = Mc(px) = 0. (B,Mc) satisfies two assumptions:
(a) Proper initiation: B can be initiated only at theentry markingMe = pe + Mc.
(b) Proper termination: B terminates on and only on reaching any markingM for which

M(px)�1. Furthermore,∀M ∈ [B,Me〉, whereM(px)�1,M can only be theexit
markingMx = px + Mc.

Proper initiation ensures that a process can be initiatedonlyby depositing a token intope.
Proper termination, however, does not imply that a processmustterminate (which is another
design issue). It only means that, wheneverpx has a token, thenB must terminate; and that,
if B terminates, its marking must beMx. These assumptions arise out of the activation
and memorylessness requirements in the management of software processes. They serve
similar purposes as the assumptions of well-formedness[17] and 1-well-behavedness[16].
Extending our model tok-well-behavedness is quite straightforward.

Definition 2.2 (Associated process, re-initiation path, ‘Almost’ properties). The associa
ted processBa of processB is formed fromB by adding anassociated transitionta and two
arcs(px, ta) and(ta, pe) to N. The sequencepxtape is called thereinitiation path.Process
B is said toalmost satisfy Property Xif Ba satisfiesX.
Ba is introduced for describing some properties (e.g., SM-coverability defined in the

appendix ) ofB that are based on strong connectedness, sinceB is not strongly connected
but Ba is. For example,B is almost a marked graph(MG) if Ba is an MG.B is almost
SM-coverableif Ba is SM-coverable.

Definition 2.3 (Elementary entry-to-exit path, sequence (e-path, e-sequence)). � = t1 . . .

tj . . . tn ∈ T ∗ is called anelementary entry-to-exit pathor sequence (e-pathor e-sequence)
if t1 ∈ p•

e, tn ∈ •px , tj /∈ p•
e ∪ •px for j = 2, . . . , n − 1, t•i ∩ •tj+1 �= � for j =

1, . . . , n−1, andti �= tj if i �= j . The length of thelongest e-pathof a processB is denoted
as LP(B) = max{k|k = |�|, � is an e-path of B}.
Definition 2.4 (Cyclomatic complexity, Cheung and Zu [3]). The cyclomatic complexity
of a Petri net processBwithout the re-initiation path is defined asZ(B) = |F |−|P ∪T |+2,
where|F | is the total number of arcs and|P ∪T | is the total number of places and transitions
of B. If B has the initiation path (i.e.,Ba), Z(Ba) = |F | − |P ∪ T | + 1.

Cyclomatic complexity[14] is a well-known quantitative measure of software programs
that can be represented as a program graph. In the basis path testing methods, it is an upper
bound on the number of independent e-paths that cover every operation of the program at
least once. Cheung et al[4,11] extended cyclomatic complexity from program graphs to
Petri net processes and proved its preservation under many transformations. The number
LP(B) may be used to estimate the maximum number of distinct operations needed for
executing the process once. However, note that an e-sequence is not necessarily firable.

3. Property-preserving refinements of transitions

A transition refinement expands a transition to a Petri net process. This section first
formally describes the refinement technique and then derives some relationships among its
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B1 B2a

ri 

ro 

tr 

pe 

px 

ta 

B = B1(tr →B2) 

pi 

po 

Fig. 1. Transformation TR (Transition Refinement).

various ingredients. Then, one of the two major results of this paper, namely, preservation
of 19 properties under a transition refinement, is presented (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4).

Definition 3.1 (Refined net, refined transition (B1 in Fig. 1)). A refined netis a 4-tuple
B = (N, ri, ro, tr), where
• N = (P, T , F ) is an ordinary net,
• ri ∈ P is therefinement inlet place, ro ∈ P is therefinement outlet placeandtr ∈ T is

therefined transition,wherer•
i = {tr} = •ro and|•tr | = |t•r | = 1,

• tr is not 2-enabled.
A marked refined net(B,Mr) is a refined net with an initial markingMr.

Transformation TR (Transition RefinementB1(tr → B2))(Fig. 1). Let (B1,Mr) be a
marked refined net and(B2,Mc) be a proper terminated Petri net process. Replacing tran-
sition tr of (B1,Mr) with (B2,Mc) results in a marked net(B,Mi), where
• B = B1(tr → B2) = (N, pi, po);N = (P, T , F ).
• P = P1∪P2∪{pi, po}−{ri, ro, pe, px}; T = T1∪T2−{tr};F = F1∪F2∪({pi, x)|x ∈
p•

e} ∪{(x, po)|x ∈ •px} ∪ {(x, pi)|x ∈ •ri } ∪ {(po, x)|x ∈ r•
o}) − ({(ri, tr), (tr, ro)} ∪

{(x, ri)|x ∈ •ri } ∪ {(ro, x)|x ∈ r•
o} ∪ {(pe, x)|x ∈ p•

e} ∪ {(x, px)|x ∈ •px}).
• pi , is theinlet place andpo is theoutletplace
• The initial markingMi of B is derived fromMr ofB1 andMc ofB2 as follows:Mi(pi) =
Mr(ri);Mi(po) = Mr(ro);Mi(p) = Mr(p) for p ∈ P1 − {ri, ro} andMi(p) = Mc(p)

for p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.

For the rest of this paper,B1 denotes the refined net,B2 the refinement net process and
B = B1(tr → B2)) the resulting net as described in Transformation TR.

Definition 3.2 (Mappings arising from Transformation TR). Let � ∈ L(B,Mi) andM ∈
Mi[B,�〉. The mappings of� andM fromB toB1 andB2 are defined below, where� is a
null sequence and� is an e-sequence ofB2.
f1: T ∗ → T ∗

1 is defined as follows:f1(�) = �. If f1(�) has been defined for�, then

f1(�t) = f1(�) if t ∈ T2 − •po
= f1(�)t if t ∈ T1 − {tr}
= f1(�)tr if t ∈ •po.
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M1 is a restriction ofM from P to P1, where

M1(ri)=M(pi) + (#(�, p•
i ) − #(�, •po)),

M1(ro)=M(po),

M1(p)=M(p) if p ∈ P1 − {ri, ro}.

f2 : T ∗ → T ∗
2 is defined as follows:f2(�) = � . If f2(�) has been defined for�, then

f2(�t) = f2(�) if t ∈ T1 − {tr}
= f2(�)t if t ∈ T2 − •po
= � if t ∈ •po.

M2 is a restriction ofM from P to P2, where

M2(pe)=M(pi),

M2(px)= 0,

M2(p)=M(p) if p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.

Lemma 3.1. For any firable e-sequence� of Petri net process(B,Me),Me[B, �〉Mx.

The following results describe the relationships among the transition sequences�, f1(�),
f2(�) and the markingsM,M1,M2 of B,B1 andB2, respectively.

Lemma 3.2. For any� ∈ L(B,Mi),#(�, •po) + 1�#(�, p•
i )�#(�, •po).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose a transition sequence� and a marking M satisfyMi[B,�〉M in
Transformation TR. Letf1, f2,M1 andM2 be defined as in Definition3.2.Then, the follow-
ing two propositions hold: (1) f1(�) ∈ L(B1,Mr) and f2(�) ∈ L(B2,Me). (2) Mr[B1,

f1(�)〉M1 in B1 andMe[B2, f2(�)〉M2 in B2.

Let us consider the implication of two cases of Theorem 3.1.
Case1: #(�, p•

i )− #(�, •po) > 0. In this case, execution ofB2 has initiated but has not
terminated yet. Furthermore,M(pi) = 0 butM1(ri) = 1. This apparent inconsistence can
be explained as follows. From the viewpoint ofB, the token atpi that initiatesB2 has been
removed; whereas, from the viewpoint ofB1, this token till stays inri . Then, sincetr is not
2-enabled,B2 cannot be re-entered.

Case2: #(�, p•
i )−#(�, •po) = 0. In this case, execution ofB2 either has never occurred

or has terminated. If the last transitiont of � is in •po, thent is projected onto the single
transitiontr within B1 and the entire� is the same as a firable e-sequence� when observed
within B2. Furthermore, we haveM1(ro) = M(po) = 1 butM2(px) = 0. This implies
that any token inpo is considered as belonging toB1 rather than toB2. That is, we have
Me[B2, �〉Mc butMi[B, �〉Mo.

Lemma 3.3. (1) Any� ∈ L(B2,Me) is a firable subsequence of some� ∈ (B,Mi) at a
marking M whereM(pe)�1. (2) Suppose(B2,Me) has at least one firable e-sequence.
Then, for any� ∈ L(B1,Mr), there exists� ∈ L(B,Mi) such that� = f1(�).
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Theorem 3.2. For the composite net obtained by Transformation TR, the following two
propositions hold: (1) B2 can be initiated only fromB1. (2) As far as token distribution in
B1 is concerned, executing one cycle ofB2 is equivalent to firingtr once inB1.

In general, it is difficult to relate the ranks of the incidence matrices of the nets involved
in Transformation TR. Theorem 3.3 provides such a relation for several important special
cases.

Theorem 3.3(Relation of ranks of Petri nets in Transformation TR). Let S, S′, S1 and S2
are S-invariants ofB1\{tr} or B2. Accordingly, pi should be replaced byri or pe andpo by
ro or px. Then, Rank(B1(tr → B2)) = Rank(B1) + Rank(B2) − h + d − 2, where

h =0 if tr appears in at least one T-invariant ofB1
1 otherwise,

d =2 if ∃S1, S2 such that one of the following conditions holds: (1) pi ∈ S1, po /∈
S1, po ∈ S2. (2)po ∈ S2, pi /∈ S2, pi ∈ S1.

=1 if one of the conditions holds: (1) One and only one of{pi, po} appears in some
S-invariant. (2) ∃S1 such that{pi, po} ⊆ S1, and∀S′ �= S1, S

′ ∩ {pi, po} = �.
(3)B1\{tr} has an S-invariantS1 of the form: a1pi+b1po+c1 = 0 (wherea1 �= 0
andb1 �= 0) andB2 has an S-invariantS2 of the form: a2pi + b2po + c2 = 0
(wherea2 �= 0 andb2 �= 0) such thatb2/a2 = b1/a1. Furthermore,B1\{tr} and
B2 have no other S-invariants containingpi or po.

=0 if neitherpi nor po appears in any S-invariant ofB1\{tr} or B2.

Theorem 3.4(Property preservation under Transition RefinementB1(tr → B2)). The fol-
lowing propositions are valid under Transformation TR.
(1) If bothB1 andB2 are SM(almost MG, FC nets, AC nets), so isB1(tr → B2).
(2) If bothB1 andB2 are conservative(structurally bounded), so isB1(tr → B2).
(3) If B1 is consistent(repetitive) andB2 is almost consistent(almost repetitive), then

B1(tr → B2) is consistent(repetitive).
(4) Rank(B1(tr → B2)) = Rank(B1)+Rank(B2)−h+d−2,wherehand d are computed

according to Theorem3.3.
(5) |C(B1(tr → B2))| = |C(B1)| + |C(B2)| − 2.
(6) If bothB1 andB2 satisfy the RC-property,so doesB1(tr → B2)provided thatd−h = 1

in Proposition4.
(7) If B1 has a minimal SM-cover andB2 almost has a minimal SM-cover, thenB1(tr →

B2) has a minimal SM-cover.
(8) Suppose D is a siphon ofB1. If ro /∈ D or •px ⊆ p•

e in B2, thenD is a siphon of
B1(tr → B2). SupposeD is a siphon ofB2. If pe /∈ D or (px ∈ D and•ri ⊆ r•

o in
B1), thenD is a siphon ofB1(tr → B2).

(9) Suppose D is a trap ofB1. If ri /∈ D orp•
e ⊆ •px inB2, thenD is a trap ofB1(tr → B2).

Suppose D is a trap ofB2. If px /∈ D or (pe ∈ D andr•
o ⊆ •ri in B1), then D is a trap

ofB1(tr → B2).
(10) If B1 is also a Petri net process with or without the re-initiation path, thenZ(B1(tr →

B2)) = Z(B1) + Z(B2) − 1.
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(11) SupposeB1 is a Petri net process andLP(B1, tr) is the longest e-path withinB1
containingtr. Then, LP(B1(tr → B2)) = max{LP(B1),LP(B1, tr) + LP(B2) − 1}.

(12) If (B1,Mr) is bounded byk1 and(B2,Me) is bounded byk2, then(B1(tr → B2),Mi)

is bounded by max{k1, k2}.
(13) If (B1,Mr) is live and(B2,Me) is almost live, then(B1(tr → B2),Mi) is live.
(14) If (B1,Mr) is reversible and(B2,Me) is almost reversible, then(B1(tr → B2),Mi) is

reversible.

4. Property-preserving refinements of places

To refine a place, our approach is to first convert the place to a transition and then refine
the transition by Transformation TR of Section3. The conversion includes splitting the
place into two places connected by a transition. Therefore, in order to obtain similar results
as for transition refinement, we have to show that this conversion also preserves the same
properties.

Transition PS (Place splittingB → B ′)(Fig. 2:). Let (B,Mr) be a marked net, where
B = (N, pr) andN = (P, T , F ). Splitting placepr of (B,Mr) results in a marked net
(B ′,M ′

r), where
• B ′ = (N ′, ri, ro, tr);N ′ = (P ′, T ′, F ′).
• P ′ = P ∪ {ri, ro} − {pr}; T ′ = T ∪ {tr};F ′ = F ∪ {(ri, tr), (tr, ro)} ∪{(x, ri)|x ∈

•pr } ∪ {(ro, x)|x ∈ p•
r } − {(x, pr)|x ∈ •pr } − {(pr, x)|x ∈ p•

r }.
• M ′

r(ri) = Mr(pr),M
′
r(ro) = 0 andM ′

r(p) = Mr(p) for p ∈ P − {pr}.

Theorem 4.1(Property preservation under Transformation PS). Suppose(B ′,M ′
r) is ob-

tained from (B,Mr) by Transformation PS. Then, the following propositions are
valid.

(1) If B is an SM(MG, FC net, AC net), so isB ′.
(2) If B is conservative(structurally bounded), so isB ′.
(3) If B is consistent(repetitive), so isB ′.
(4) Rank(B ′) = Rank(B) + 1.
(5) |C(B ′)| = |C(B)| + 1.
(6) If B satisfies the RC-property, so doesB ′.
(7) If B has a minimal SM-cover, so doesB ′.
(8) Suppose D is a siphon of B. If pr /∈ D, then D is a siphon ofB ′. If pr ∈ D, then

D − {pr} ∪ {ri, ro} is a siphon ofB ′.
(9) Suppose D is a trap of B. If pr /∈ D, then D is a trap ofB ′. If pr ∈ D, then

D − {pr} ∪ {ri, ro} is a trap ofB ′.
(10) SupposeB is a Petri net process. Then, Z(B ′) = Z(B).
(11) SupposeB is a Petri net process. LetLP(B, pr) be the longest e-path within B

containingpr. Then, LP(B ′) = max{LP(B),LP(B, pr) + 1}.
(12)–(14) If (B,Mr) is bounded(live, reversible), so is(B ′,M ′

r).
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B′

pr 

B

ri

ro 

t r

Fig. 2. Transformation PS.

Transformation PR (Place RefinementB1(pr → B2)). Let (B1,Mr) be a marked net and
(B2,Mc) be a Petri net process. Placepr of (B1,Mr) can be replaced with(B2,Mc) by the
following two steps, resulting in a marked net(B,Mi):
(1) B1 → B ′ (by Transformation PS), creating a new transitiontr
(2) B = B1(pr → B2)) = B ′(tr → B2) (by Transformation TR).

Theorem 4.2(Property preservation under Place RefinementB1(pr → B2)). LetB1 be a
pure ordinary Petri net, B2 be a Petri net process andB1(pr → B2) be obtained fromB1
andB2 by Transformation PR. Then, the following propositions are valid:
(1) If bothB1 andB2 are SM(almost MG, FC nets, AC nets), so isB1(pr → B2).
(2) If bothB1 andB2 are conservative(structurally bounded), so isB1(pr → B2).
(3) If B1 is consistent(repetitive) andB2 is almost consistent(almost repetitive), then

B1(pr → B2) is consistent(repetitive).
(4) Rank(B1(pr → B2)) = Rank(B1)+Rank(B2)−h+d−1,wherehandd are computed

according to Theorem3.3 (withB1 replaced byB ′, the result of Transformation PS).
(5) |C(B1(pr → B2))| = |C(B1)| + |C(B2)| − 1.
(6) If bothB1 andB2 satisfy the RC-property, so doesB1(pr → B2) provided thatd−h =

1 in Proposition4.
(7) If B1 has a minimal SM-cover andB2 almost has a minimal SM-cover, thenB1(pr →

B2) has a minimal SM-cover.
(8) Suppose D is a siphon ofB1. If pr /∈ D, thenD is a siphon ofB1(pr → B2). If pr ∈ D

and•px ⊆ p•
e in B2, thenD − {pr} ∪ {pi, po} is a siphon ofB1(pr → B2). Suppose

D is a siphon ofB2. If pe /∈ D, then D is a siphon ofB1(pr → B2). If {pe, px} ⊆ D

and•pr ⊆ p•
r in B1, thenD − {pe, px} ∪ {pi, po} is a siphon ofB1(pr → B2).

(9) Suppose D is a trap ofB1. If pr /∈ D, then D is a trap ofB1(pr → B2). If pr ∈ D and
p•

e ⊆ •px in B2, thenD − {pr} ∪ {pi, po} is a trap of B1(pr → B2). Suppose D is a
trap ofB2. If px /∈ D, then D is a trap ofB1(pr → B2). If pe, px ∈ D andp•

r ⊆ •pr
in B1, then, D − {pe, px} ∪ {pi, po} is a trap ofB1(pr → B2).

(10) SupposeB1 is also a Petri net process with or without the re-initiation path. Then,
Z(B1(pr → B2)) = Z(B1) + Z(B2) − 1.
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(11) SupposeB1 is also a Petri net process. LetLP(B1, pr) be the longest path withinB1
containingpr. Then, LP(B1(pr → B2)) = max{LP(B1),LP(B1, pr) + LP(B2)}.

(12) If (B1,Mr) is bounded byk1 and(B2,Me) is bounded byk2, then(B1(pr → B2),Mi)

is bounded bymax(k1, k2).
(13) If (B1,Mr) is live,pr has at least one input transition and(B2,Me) is almost live, then

(B1(pr → B2),Mi) is live.
(14) If (B1,Mr) is reversible and(B2,Me) is almost reversible, (B1(pr → B2),Mi) is

reversible.

5. An example for illustrating transition refinement

Description of a complaint-processing workflow system(Fig. 3 and Table1):
The workflow system(B, p1) operates as follows: When a complaint is launched, it will

be registered. Then, a questionnaire is sent to the complainant while initial evaluation of
the complaint is commenced. The response will be processed if returned within 2 weeks.
Otherwise, it is discarded. Based on the result of the initial evaluation, the complaint is
either formally processed or ignored. The actual processing of the complaint is delayed
until the questionnaire is processed or a time-out has occurred. Processing of the complaint
is monitored until all issues have been resolved and reprocessing may be warranted if there
are any unsolved issues. Finally, the complaint is archived together with the questionnaire.

Petri net specification of the complaint-processing workflow system(Figs.4 and5):
System B = B1(tr → B2) is obtained by Transformation TR, where

(a) B1 specifies the main system, wheretr is the operation which triggers ProcessB2
(b) B2 specifies the process for handling the questionnaire.

t2

t1

t3

t10

p1 •

p3

t9

p2

p7

t4

t8

p4

p6 

t5

t6t7

p5

Fig. 3. Petri net representation of a workflow system B for processing complaints.
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Table 1
Interpretation of places and transitions of the workflow system (Fig.3)

Place and Interpretation
transition

p1 Register a complaint
p2 Waiting for the return of a questionnaire
p3 The activity of normal processing of a complaint
p4 Ready to process or finish the whole processing of a questionnaire
p5 Ready to hold a questionnaire for further processing or reprocessing of a complaint
p6 Finish the whole processing of a questionnaire
p7 Archive a complaint together with a questionnaire
t1 Register a new complaint
t2 Send a questionnaire to a complainant
t3 Evaluate a complaint
t4 Discard a questionnaire not returned within 2 weeks
t5 Process a questionnaire
t6 Process a complaint
t7 Hold the questionnaire for further processing or reprocessing of a complaint
t8 Quit the activity of the questionnaire
t9 andt10 Finish the whole processing of the complaint

Properties ofB1 (matrixV1 of B1 is shown in Fig.5):
(1) B1 is SM, FC and AC but not MG because|p•

1| > 1 and|•p7| > 1.
(2) B1 is conservative and structurally bounded because�1�1 and�1V1 = 0, where

�1 = (x5, x4, . . . , x1) = (1,1,1,1,1).
(3) B1 is consistent and repetitive because�1�1 andV1�1 = 0, where�1 =

(x1, x2, . . . , x6) = (1,2,1,1,1,1).
(4) Since the first four rows ofV1 are linearly independent and the last row is the

negative sum of the other rows, Rank(B1) = 4.
(5) |C(B1)| = 5. The five clusters are:{p1, t2, t3}, {p2, tr}, {p6, t9}, {p3, t10} and

{p7, t1}.
(6) B1 satisfies the RC-property because Rank(B1) = |C(B1)| − 1.
(7) B1 is SM-coverable with two SM-components:p1t2p2trp6t9p7t1p1 andp1t3

p3t10p7t1p1.
(8) and (9)D = {p1, p2, p3, p6, p7} is both a siphon and a trap ofB1 because•D = D•.

(10) SinceB1 has a reinitiation pathp7t1p1, z(B1) = 2 − 1 + 1 = 2. The two inde-
pendent e-paths which cover all arcs ofB1 are:p1t2p2trp6t9p7 andp1t3p3t10p7.

(11) LP(B1) = 3. The longest e-path ofB1 from p1 to p7 is: p1t2p2trp6t9p7.
(12)–(14) (B1, p1) is safe, live and reversible.

Properties ofB2 (matricesV2 andV2a of B2 are shown in Fig. 5):
(1) B2 is SM, FC and AC but is not an almost MG since|p•

2| > 1, |•p4| > 1 and
|p•

4| > 1.
(2) B2 is conservative and structurally bounded because�2�1 and�2V2 = 0, where

�2 = (y1, y2, y3, y4) = (1,1,1,1).
(3) B2 is almost consistent and almost repetitive because�2�1 andV2a�2 = 0,

where�2 = (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, z) = (1,1,1,1,2,2).
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(4) Since columnst4, t6 andt8 are linearly independent, Rank(B2) = 3.
(5) B2 has four clusters:{p2, t4, t5}, {p4, t6, t8}, {p5, t7} and {p6}. Hence,

|C(B2)| = 4.
(6) B2 satisfies the RC-property because Rank(B2) = |C(B2)| − 1.
(7) B2 is almost SM-coverable withB2a as the only SM-component.
(8) Examples of siphons:{p2, p4, p5}, {p2, p4, p5, p6}.
(9) Examples of traps:{p4, p5, p6}, {p2, p4, p5, p6}.

(10) Z(B2) = 3. The three independent e-paths which cover all arcs are:p2t4p4t8p6,

p2t5p4t8p6 andp2t5p4t6p5t7p4t8p6.
(11) LP(B2) = 4. The longest e-path isp2t5p4t6p5t7p4t8p6.

(12)–(14) (B2, p2) is bounded, almost live and reversible.
Properties of B: The results listed below follow from Theorem 3.4 andV (Fig. 6).

(1) B is an SM, not an almost MG, an FC net and an AC net.
(2) B is conservative and structurally bounded because��1 and�V = 0, where

� = (y1�1[P1 −{p2, p4}], x2y1, x1y2, x1�2[P2 −{p2, p4}]) = (1,1,1,1,1,1,
1). (Note:�1 and�2 are taken from the descriptions ofB1 andB2 given above,
respectively.)

(3) B is almost consistent and repetitive because∃� = (z�1[T1−{tr}], x1�2[T2]) =
(zx2, . . . , zx6, x1y1, . . . , x1y5) = (4,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,2)�1, such thatV �
= 0. (Note:�1 and�2 are taken from the descriptions ofB1 andB2 given above,
respectively.)

(4) In B1, tr = (0,0,0,−1,1). tr occurs in the T-invariant:tr + t1 + t2 + t9 = 0.
Hence,h = 0.Also,B1\{tr} has the unique S-invariant:p1+p3+p7+p2+p6 =
0 andB2 has the unique S-invariant:p2 + p6 + p4 + p5 = 0. This satisfies
Condition (3) in Case 2 of Theorem 3.3. Hence,d = 1. It follows from Theorem
3.3 that Rank(B) = Rank(B1) + Rank(B2) − h + d − 2 = 4 + 3 − 1 = 6.

(5) |C(B)| = |C(B1)| + |C(B2)| − 2 = 5 + 4 − 2 = 7. The 7 clusters are:
{p1, t2, t3}, {p2, t4, t5}, {p4, t6, t8}, {p5, t7}, {p6, t9}, {p3, t10} and{p7, t1}.

(6) Since bothB1 andB2 satisfy the RC-property andd − h = 1, B satisfies the
RC-property. (This result is consistent with Propositions 4 and 5.)

(7) B is SM-coverable. The two SM-components ofB are shown in Fig.7.
(8) and (9) Siphon (trap)D1 = {p1, p2, p6, p3, p7} of B1 is not a siphon (trap) of B be-

cause it does not satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.4. Similarly, siphonsD2 =
{p2, p4, p5} andD3 = {p2, p4, p5, p6} of B2 are not siphons ofB. D3 is not a
trap ofB either.

(10) Z(B) = Z(B1) + Z(B2) − 1 = 2 + 3 − 1 = 4. By applying the cyclo-
matic complexity formula directly,Z(B) = 20− (7 + 10) + 1 = 4. The four
linearly independent e-paths which cover all arcs except(p7, t1) and(t1, p1)

are: p1t2p2t4p4t8p6t9p7, p1t2p2t5p4t8p6t9p7, p1t2p2t5p4t6p5t7p4t8p6t9p7
andp1t3p3t10p7.

(11) LP(B) = max{LP(B1\{t1}),LP(B1\{t1}, tr)+ LP(B2)− 1} = max{2,3+ 4−
1} = 6. The longest e-path for one iteration ofB\{t1} is:p1t2p2t5p4t6p5t7p4t8
p6t9p7.

(12)–(14) (B, p1) is bounded, live and reversible.
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Fig. 4. Basic component processesB1 andB2 for B of Fig. 3 (B1 has a re-initiation path andB2 does not.).

tr t1 t3 t10 t2 t9
p1
p3
p7
p2
p6




0 1 −1 0 −1 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 −1 0 1 0 1

−1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 −1




t6 t7 t4 t5 t8 t2a
p2
p6
p4
p5




0 0 −1 −1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 −1

−1 1 1 1 −1 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0




Fig. 5. Incidence matricesV1 for B1 andV2a for B2a (V2 for B2 is the part ofV2a without columnt2a).

t1 t3 t10 t2 t9 t6 t7 t4 t5 t8
p1
p3
p7
p2
p6
p4
p5




1 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0−1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 1 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0




Fig. 6. Incidence matrixV for B (columntr is not included).

6. Conclusion

In the modular approach for designing complex systems that have many desirable prop-
erties, current research aims at finding transformations that can preserve as many properties
as possible. For Petri nets, transition and place refinements are important transformations
for building complex systems from simple components. Previous study on refinement tech-
niques[16,17]focused mainly on their preservation of behavioral properties such as liveness
and boundedness. Based on a more general version of transition and place refinements,
where the refinement net simulates a software process, this paper proposes various con-
ditions under which nineteen properties will be preserved. These nineteen properties can
accommodate the design of complex systems and most of them are structural. Our re-
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Fig. 7. Two SM-components ofB.

sults extend capability of refinements from the preservation of behavioral properties to the
preservation of structural properties. They also enhance the property-preserving approach
and characterization-based approach for system verification.
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Appendix

Proof for Lemma 3.1. This follows from the assumption of proper termination on
(B2,Mc).

Proof for Lemma 3.2 (By mathematical induction on�). For � = �, Lemma 3.2 obvi-
ously holds because #(�, •po) = #(�, p•

i ) = 0. Suppose∀�′ ∈ L(B,Mi) where|�′|�n,

#(�′, •po)+1�#(�′, p•
i )�#(�′, •po). Let� = �′t . Fort /∈ p•

i ∪•po,#(�, p•
i ) = #(�′, p•

i )

and #(�, •po) = #(�′, •po). Hence, #(�, •po)+1�#(�, p•
i )�#(�, •po). Fort ∈ p•

i , since
B2 initiates and terminates properly, we have #(�, p•

i ) = #(�′, p•
i ) + 1 and #(�, •po) =

#(�′, •po). Hence, #(�, •po)+ 1�#(�, p•
i )�#(�, •po). For t ∈ •po, the proof is similar.

Proof for Theorem 3.1 (By mathematical induction on the length of�). For � = �, ob-
viouslyM = Mi . By Definition 3.2,f1(�) = f2(�) = �. Hencef1(�) ∈ L(B1,Mr) and
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f2(�) ∈ L(B2,Me). SinceMi = Mr +Mc as defined in Transformation TR,Mr = M1 and
Me = M2. Since obviouslyMr[B1, �〉Mr andMe[B2, �〉Me, it follows thatMr[B1, f1(�)〉
M1 andMe[B2, f2(�)〉M2. Next, suppose Propositions 1 and 2 hold for all� where|�|�n.
That is,Mi[B,�〉M ′ implies:
(1) f1(�) ∈ L(B1,Mr); f2(�) ∈ L(B2,Me).
(2) Mr[B1, f1(�)〉M ′

1, whereM ′
1(ri) = M ′(pi) + (#(�, p•

i ) − #(�, •po)), M ′
1(ro) =

M ′(po)andM ′
1(p) = M ′(p) forp ∈ P1−{ri, ro}; Me[B2, f2(�)〉M ′

2, whereM ′
2(pe) =

M ′(pi),M
′
2(px) = 0,M ′

2(p) = M ′(p) for p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.
For � = �t ∈ L(B,Mi), i.e., Mi[B,�〉M ′[B, t〉M, proof of Propositions 1 and 2 for
� proceeds as follows:
(1) For Proposition 1, three cases should be considered:

(a) If t ∈ T2 − •po, f1(�) = f1(�) ∈ L(B1,Mr), f2(�) = f2(�)t . By Definition 3.2,
M ′

2(pe) = M ′(pi),M
′
2(px) = 0 andM ′

2(p) = M ′(p) for p ∈ P2 −{pe, px}. Since
px is not in •t andt is enabled atM ′ in B, t is also enabled atM ′

2 in B2. Hence,
f2(�) ∈ L(B2,Me).

(b) If t ∈ T1 − {tr}, f1(�) = f1(�)t andf2(�) = f2(�) ∈ L(B2,Me). SinceM ′
1�M ′

by Definition 3.2 and the fact thatt is enabled atM ′ in B, t is also enabled atM ′
1

in B1. Hence,f1(�) ∈ L(B1,Mr).
(c) If t ∈ •po, f1(�) = f1(�)tr andf2(�) = � ∈ L(B2,Me). Since� is followed

by t ∈ •po, Lemma 3.2 implies that #(�, p•
i ) = #(�, •po) + 1. Hence,M ′

1(ri) =
M(pi) + #(�, p•

i ) − #(�, •po)�1 andtr is enabled atM ′
1 in B1. Hence,f1(�) ∈

L(B1,Mr).
(2) By Proposition 1, we can assume thatM ′[B, t〉M,M ′

1[B1, f1(t)〉M1 andM ′
2[B2, f2(t)〉

M2. Proposition 2 will follow if M1 andM2 can be derived fromM according to
Definition 3.2. To show this, we consider the following five cases:
(a) If t ∈ T2 −p•

e − •px = T2 −p•
i − •po, then #(�, p•

i ) = #(�, p•
i ) and #(�, •po) =

#(�, •po). Also, the token distribution withinB1 is not affected, i.e.,M1(p) =
M ′

1(p) = M(p) ∀p ∈ P1. Within B2, firing t does not affect the tokens inpe and
px. Hence,M2(pe) = M ′

2(pe) = M ′(pi) = M(pi) andM2(px) = M ′
2(px) = 0,

M2(p) = M ′
2(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) = M ′(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) = M(p) for

p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.
(b) If t ∈ T1 − {tr}, then #(�, p•

i ) = #(�, p•
i ),#(�, •po) = #(�, •po). Within B1, we

have:M1(ri) = M ′
1(ri)+ w(t, ri) = M ′(pi)+ (#(�, p•

i )− #(�, •po))+w(t, ri) =
M(pi)+#(�, p•

i )−#(�, •po),M1(ro) = M ′
1(ro)−w(ro, t) = M ′(po)−w(ro, t) =

M(po) andM1(p) = M ′
1(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) = M ′(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) =

M(p) forp ∈ P1−{ri, ro}. WithinB2, firing t does not affect the tokens distribution
in B2. Hence,M2(pe) = M ′

2(pe) + w(t, pe) = M ′(pi) + w(t, pi) = M(pi) and
M2(px) = M ′

2(px) = 0,M2(p) = M ′
2(p) = M(p) for p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.

(c) If t ∈ p•
i −•po, then #(�, p•

i ) = #(�, p•
i )+1,#(�, •po) = #(�, •po)andf1(t) = �.

Within B1, firing t does not affect the token distribution inB1. M(p) = M ′(p) for
p ∈ P1 andM(pi) = M ′(pi)−1. Hence,M1(ri) = M ′

1(ri) = M ′(pi)+#(�, p•
i )−

#(�, •po) = M(pi)+#(�, p•
i )−#(�, •po),M1(ro) = M ′

1(ro) = M ′(po) = M(po)

andM1(p) = M ′
1(p) = M ′(p) = M(p) forp ∈ P1−{ri, ro}. WithinB2, it follows

from Definitions 2.1 and 3.2 thatf2(�) = � or �, andf2(�) = t . Hence,M2(pe) =
M ′

2(pe) − 1 = M ′(pe) − 1 = M(pe),M2(p) = M ′
2(p) + w(t, p) − w(p, t) =
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M ′(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) = M(p) forp ∈ P2−{pe, px}andM2(px) = M ′
2(px) =

0.
(d) If t ∈ •po −p•

i , then #(�, p•
i ) = #(�, p•

i ),#(�, •po) = #(�, •po)+ 1 andf1(t) =
tr. Within B1, after firing t in B,M(p) = M ′(p) for p ∈ P1 − {ro},M(pi) =
M ′(pi),M(po) = M ′(po)+1 andM1(ri) = M ′

1(ri)−1. Hence,M1(ri) = M ′
1(ri)−

1 = (M ′(pi) + #(�, p•
i ) − #(�, •po)) − 1 = M ′(pi) + #(�, p•

i ) − #(�, •po) =
M(pi)+#(�, p•

i )−#(�, •po),M1(ro) = M ′
1(ro)+1 = M ′(po)+1 = M(po) and

M1(p) = M ′
1(p) = M ′(p) = M(p) for p ∈ P1 − {ri, ro}. Within B2, f2(�) = �.

M2(pe) = M ′
2(pe) = M ′(pi) = M(pi) andM2(px) = 0. By Definition 3.2,

M2(p) = M ′
2(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) = M ′(p)+w(t, p)−w(p, t) = M(p) for

p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.
(e) If t ∈ p•

i ∩ •po, then #(�, p•
i ) = #(�, p•

o) + 1,#(�, •po) = #(�, •po) + 1
andf1(t) = tr. Within B1, after firing t in B,M(p) = M ′(p) for p ∈ P1 −
{ri, ro},M(pi) = M ′(pi) − 1,M(po) = M ′(po) + 1,M1(ri) = M ′

1(ri) − 1 and
M1(ro) = M ′

1(ro)+ 1. The rest of the proof is similar to Case d above. WithinB2,
by Definitions 2.1 and 3.2,f2(�) = f2(�) = �. Hence,M2(pe) = M ′

2(pe) − 1 =
M ′(pi) − 1 = M(pi),M2(px) = 0 andM2(p) = M ′

2(p) + w(t, p) − w(p, t) =
M ′(p) + w(t, p) − w(p, t) = M(p) for p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}.

Proof for Lemma 3.3. (1) It is obvious that ifMe[B2,�〉M2, then∃� ∈ L(B,Mi) such
that(M1 + Me)[B,�〉(M1 + M2), where� is a subsequence of� andM1 is any marking
of B1. (2) Let� = ti . . . to be a firable e-sequence ofB2, whereti ∈ p•

e andto ∈ •px. Any
� ∈ L(B1,Mr) can be expressed as�1 . . . tr . . .�2 . . . tr�3 . . . . It follows from Definition 3.2
that � = f1(�). Next, we shall show that� ∈ L(B,Mi) by induction on�. For � = �,
it is trivial that � = � ∈ L(B,Mi). Suppose that,∀�′ ∈ L(B1,Mr) where|�′|�n, ∃�′ ∈
L(B,Mi) such that�′ = f1(�′). LetM ′

1 = Mr[B1,�′〉 andM ′ = Mi[B,�′〉. By Definition
3.2,M ′(pi) = M ′

1(ri) − (#(�′, p•
i ) − #(�′, •po)) andM ′(p) = M ′

1(p) for p ∈ P1 − {ri}.
By Lemma 3.2,M ′(p)�M1(p) ∀p ∈ P1. For� = �′t ∈ L(B1,Mr), consider two cases:
(a) t ∈ T1 − {tr}. Let � = �′t . Sincet is firable atM ′

1 in B1, it is firable atM ′ in B. Hence,
� ∈ L(B,Mi). (b) t = tr. Let � = �′�. By the result of Part (1),� ∈ L(B,Mi).

Proof for Theorem 3.2.Proposition 1 follows from the fact thatB2 initiates and terminates
properly and thatB2 itself is initially marked withMc which cannot initiate any firing inB2.
Proposition 2 follows from two facts: (a)B2 is not re-enterable (i.e.,B2 cannot be initiated
again unless its current execution cycle has terminated atMx and the token deposited atpx
has been removed. This is guaranteed by the assumptions of proper initiation and proper
termination onB2. (b) The only initial marking thatB1 can create forB2 isMe = pe+Mc.
This is guaranteed by the assumptions thatB1 is not 2-enabled attr and thatB2 is non-
reenterable. According to the discussions following Definition 3.2, from the viewpoint of
B1, a token deposited intori is held there during execution ofB2 and is removed only after
B2 has terminated. Hence, sinceB1 is not 2-enabled attr, no more token can be put intori
during the execution ofB2.
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po = ro = px

U = V1[P1 – {ri, ro}, T1 – {tr)]

T1 – {tr} –
•ri – ro

•

V2[P2 – {pe, px}, T2 ] 0 0

tr

0 

1 

–1 0 

•ri ro
•

0

0
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T1 T2

0 

∪∪

Fig. .8. Compositions ofV1, V2, V2a andV (see explanation below).

Proof for Theorem 3.3 (Fig. 8). (Note: The proof presented below is based on two facts:
(1) Eliminations are always achieved by applying Gaussian row operations overV though
their effects may be considered within individual submatrices. (2) If a non-isolated place
(transition) is contained in an S-invariant (T-invariant), its corresponding row (column) in
the incidence matrix can be expressed as a linear combination of the other rows (columns)
of the invariant.) The conclusion of this theorem follows from two results: (a) Rank(B1) =
Rank(B1\{tr}) + h. (b) Rank(B1(tr → B2)) = Rank(B1\{tr}) + Rank(B2) + d − 2.
(a) It is obvious that Rank(B1) = Rank(B1\{tr}) + h, whereh = 0 or 1. If tr occurs in

any T-invariant ofB1, columntr is linearly dependent on the other columns and hence
h = 0. Otherwise, columntr is linearly independent andh = 1.

(b) LetV be divided into three horizontal blocks:BK1 contains its top|P1|−2 rows,BK2
its middle 2 rows, andBK3 its bottom|P2| − 2 rows. Consider the following three
cases:

Case1: d = 2. We shall prove for Condition (1) only. Proof for Condition (2) is similar.
Consider four cases: (i)BothS1 andS2 belong toB1\{tr}. Within B1\{tr}, sincepo ∈ S2,
row po can be expressed as a linear combination of rows ofBK1 and rowpi . It can thus
be eliminated to zero. Also, sincepi ∈ S1 andpo /∈ S1, row pi can be expressed as a
linear combination of the rows ofBK1 alone and can be eliminated to zero. After these
two eliminations,V becomes diagonal with diagonal blocksBK1[T1 − {tr}] andB2. Also,
Rank(BK1[T1 − {tr}]) = Rank(B1\{tr}) and the rank ofB2 remains unchanged. Hence,
Rank(B) = Rank(BK1[T1 − {tr}])+ Rank(B2) = Rank(B1\{tr})+ Rank(B2). (ii) S1 and
S2 both belong toB2. Proof is similar as (i). (iii)S2 belongs toB1\{tr} whereasS1 belongs
to B2. Without affecting the ranks ofB1\{tr}, B2 andV , rowpo can be eliminated to zero
within B1\{tr} and rowpi to zero withinB2 (by means of the rows ofBK3 alone). Again,
V becomes diagonal and hence Rank(B) = Rank(B1\{tr})+ Rank(B2). (iv) S1 belongs to
B1\{tr} whereasS2 belongs toB2. Proof is similar as (iii).

Case2: d = 1. Without loss of generality, suppose thatS1 belongs toB1\{tr} and that
pi ∈ S1. Then, withinB1\{tr}, row pi is linearly dependent on the other rows and can
thus be eliminated to zero without altering the ranks ofB1\{tr}, B2 as well asV . On the
other hand, for the reasons stated in Remark below, rowpo is linearly independent of the
other rows withinB1\{tr} andB2 (and thus withinV as well). Hence, by ignoring row
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po, V becomes diagonal and Rank(B) = 1 + (Rank(B1\{tr}) − 1) + (Rank(B2) − 1) =
Rank(B1\{tr}) + Rank(B2) − 1). (Remark: For Condition (1), sincepi already appears
in S1, po cannot appear in any S-invariant and hence cannot be dependent on the other
rows within bothB1\{tr} andB2. For Condition (2), afterpi has been eliminated to zero
within B1\{tr}, row po cannot be linearly dependent on the other rows withinB1\{tr},
because, otherwise,∃S′ of B1\{tr} such thatpo ∈ S′ but pi /∈ S′—contrary to Condition
(2). Rowpo cannot be linearly dependent on the other rows withinB2 either becausepo
does not belong to any S-invariant ofB2. Under Condition (3), the fact that rowpo cannot
be linearly dependent on the other rows withinB1\{tr} follows from the same argument as
for Condition (2). WithinB2 it is due to the following argument: WithinB1\{tr}, in order
to eliminate rowpi to zero by means of the S-invarianta1pi + b1po + c1 = 0, a multiple
of (b1/a1) of rowpo (and some combination of other rows inBK1) has to be added to row
pi . Since this is done overV , row pi within B2 becomespi + (b1/a1)po. Now, suppose
row po is linearly dependent on the other rows withinB2, that is,∃a′ �= 0 andb′ �= 0:
a′(pi + (b1/a1)po) + b′po + c′ = a′pi + (a′b1/a1 + b′)po + c′ = 0, wherec′ is a linear
combination of the rows ofBK3. Then, sincea2pi +b2po+c2 = 0 is the unique S-invariant
of B2 containingpo, the coefficients of these two equations must be proportional. That is,
a′/a2 = (a′b1/a1 + b′)/b2 or b′/a′ = b2/a2 − b1/a1. Sinceb2/a2 = b1/a1, b

′ = 0—a
contradiction.)

Case3:d = 0. Rowspi andpo are each linearly independent of the other rows within both
B1\{tr} andB2 (and hence also withinV ) because, otherwise,pi orpo will appear in at least
one S-invariant. Then, after ignoring rowspi andpo, the ranks ofB1\{tr}, B2 andV will
each be reduced by 2 andV becomes diagonal. Hence, Rank(B) = 2 + (Rank(B1\{tr})−
2) + (Rank(B2) − 2) = Rank(B1\{tr}) + Rank(B2) − 2.

Explanations for Fig..8:
• B1 denotes a refined net,B2 a Petri net process andB = B1(tr → B2) the result of

applying Transformation TR to replace transitiontr of B1 with B2.
• V (P, T ) = V [P1 ∪ P2, T1 ∪ T2 − {tr}] is the incidence matrix ofB.
• V1(P1, T1) of B1 occupies the first|P1| rows and first|T1| columns.
• V2(P2, T2) of B2 occupies the bottom|P2| rows and the columns underT2.
• V2a(P2, T2 ∪ {ta}) occupies the bottom|P2| rows and the rightmost|T2| + 1 columns.
• Rowpi has values:pi(t) = 1 if t ∈ •ri , pi(t) = −1 if t ∈ {tr} ∪ pe

• andpi(t) = 0 if
t ∈ T1∪T2−{tr}−•ri −pe

•; and the rowpo has values:po(t) = −1 if t ∈ ro
•, po(t) = 1

if t ∈ {tr} ∪ •px , andpi(t) = 0 if t ∈ T1 ∪ T2 − {tr} − •px − ro
•.

Proof for Theorem 3.4 (Fig. 8). For brevity, throughout the proof below,B denotesB1(tr
→ B2).
(1) According to its construction,B satisfies the definition of SM (resp., almost MG, FC

and AC) if bothB1 andB2 are SM (resp., almost MG, FC and AC nets).
(2) SinceB1 andB2 are conservative,∃�1 = (x|p1|, . . . , x2, x1)�1 and�2 = (y1, y2, . . . ,

y|P2|)�1 such that�1V1 = �2V2 = 0. In particular, the first column of�1V1 = 0,
i.e., �1V1[P1, {tr}] = 0, leads tox1 = x2. By Lemma 3.1,Me[B2, ∗〉Mx. It follows
from AC-1 that�2(pe + Mc) = �2(px + Mc) andy1 = y2. Next, let� = (y1�1[P1 −
{ri, ro}], x2y1, x1y2, x1�2[P2−{pe, px}]) = (x|p1|y1, . . . , x3y1, x2y1, x1y2, x1y3, . . . ,
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x1y|P2|).Then,��1 and�V = (−x2y1+x1y2, y1�1[P1−{ri, ro}]V1[P1−{ri, ro}, T1−
{tr}]+x2y1V1[ri, T1−{tr}]+x1y2V1[ro, T1−{tr}], x2y1V2[pe, T2]+x1y2V2[px, T2]+
x1�2[P2 −{pe, px}]V2[P2 −{pe, px}, T2]) = (0, y1�1V1[P1, T1 −{tr}], x1�2V2) = 0.
That is, B is conservative. Similar argument as above shows that�1V1�0
and�2V2a�0 lead to�V �0. It follows thatB is structurally bounded.

(3) SinceB1 is consistent,∃�1 = (x1, . . . , x|T 1|)�1 such thatV1�1 = 0. SinceB2
is almost consistent,∃�2 = (y1, . . . , y|T 2|, z)�1 such thatV2a�2 = 0. Let � =
(z�1[T1 − {tr}], x1�2[T2]) = (zx2, . . . , zx|T 1|, x1y1, . . . , x1y|T 2|). Then,��1 and,
sinceV [P, tr] + V [P, ta] = 0, we haveV � = (zV1[P1, T1 − {tr}]�1[T1 − {tr}],0) +
(0, x1V2�2[T2]) = ((zV1�1,0) − zx1V [P, tr]) + ((0, x1V2a�2) − x1zV [P, ta]) = 0.
That is,B is consistent. Similar argument as above shows thatV1�1�0 andV2a�2�0
lead toV ��0. It follows thatB is repetitive.

(4) Refer to Theorem 3.3.
(5) In formingB, sincetr is deleted, cluster{ri, tr} of B1 is destroyed andri is absorbed

into the cluster[pe] of B2 to form the new cluster[pi] of B. Also, the clusters[ro] of
B1 and[px] of B2 are merged to form the new cluster[po] of B. Also, no other clusters
are created or destroyed. Hence,|C(B)| = |C(B1)| + |C(B2)| − 2.

(6) From Propositions 4 and 5, ifd − h = 1,Rank(B) = Rank(B1) + Rank(B2) − 1 =
(|C(B1)| − 1) + (|C(B2)| − 1) − 1 = |C(B)| − 1.

(7) Let K1 andK2 be the minimal SM-covers ofB1 andB2a, respectively. Any SM-
component inK1 containingro must also containri, tr, and a directed path fromro to
ri . Similarly, any SM-component inK2 containingpx must also containpe, ta and a
directed path frompx tope. A minimal SM-cover forB can be created as follows. Let
H1 = {S ∈ K1|{ri, tr, ro} ⊆ S} andH2 = {S ∈ K2|{pe, ta, px} ⊆ S}. CreateS′ by
merging all SM-components ofH1 with all SM-components ofH2 at their common
placespi andpo (i.e., fuseri with pe andro with px and delete alltr andta). Obviously,
S′ is an SM-component. Then,K1 ∪K2 ∪ {S′} −H1 −H2 forms a minimal SM-cover
of B.

(8) ForD ⊆ P1, consider two cases:Case1: ro /∈ D. This implies thattr /∈ •D and
•D′ = •D . If ri /∈ D, thentr /∈ D• and(D′)• = D•. Hence,•D′ ⊆ (D′)• provided
that•D ⊆ D•. If ri ∈ D, thentr ∈ D• and(D′)• = D• −{tr}∪pe

•. Since•D does not
containtr, we have•D′ ⊆ (D′)• provided that•D ⊆ D•. Case2: ro ∈ D. Since•D ⊆
D•, tr ∈ D•, {pi, po} ⊆ D′, •D′ = •D − {tr} ∪ •po and(D′)• = D• − {tr} ∪ pi

•.
Hence,•D′ ⊆ (D′)• provided thatpo

• ⊆ pi
• in B, or equivalently,•px ⊆ pe

•
in B2.

ForD ⊆ P2, consider two cases:
Case1: pe /∈ D. This implies•D′ = •D . If px /∈ D, (D′)• = D•. Hence,•D′ =

•D ⊆ D• = (D′)•. If px ∈ D, then(D′)• = D• ∪ po
• and•D′ = •D ⊆ D• ⊆

(D′)•. Case2: pe ∈ D. If px /∈ D, then(D′)• = D• and•D′ = •D ∪ •pi . Since
•pi �⊂ D• = (D′)•, we have•D′ �⊂ (D′)•. If px ∈ D, then(D′)• = D• ∪ po

•. Since
•D′ = •D ∪ •pi , we have•D′ ⊆ (D′)• provided that•pi ⊆ po

• in B, or equivalently,
•ri ⊆ ro

• in B1.
(9) ForD ⊆ P1, consider two cases:

Case1: ri /∈ D. This implies thattr /∈ D• and thatD gains no new output tran-
sitions, i.e.,(D′)• = D•. As for the input transitions ofD, two subcases should be
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distinguished: (i)ro /∈ D. This implies thattr /∈ •D and that•D′ = •D . Hence,
(D′)• ⊆ •D′ provided thatD• ⊆ •D . (ii) ro ∈ D. This implies thattr ∈ •D and that
•D′ = •D − {tr} ∪ •po. Hence, sinceD• does not containtr, we have(D′)• ⊆ •D′
provided thatD• ⊆ •D . Case2: ri ∈ D. This impliestr ∈ D•. If D• ⊆ •D , then
tr ∈ •D, {pi, po} ⊆ D′, (D′)• = D• − {tr} ∪ pi

• and•D′ = •D − {tr} ∪ •po. Hence,
(D′)• ⊆ •D′ provided thatpi

• ⊆ •po in B, or equivalently,pe
• ⊆ •px in B2.

ForD ⊆ P2, consider two cases:
Case1: px /∈ D. Then(D′)• = D•. Since•pi �⊂ •D , then,•D ⊆ •D′ − •pi and

(D′)• = D• ⊆ •D ⊆ •D′ .
Case2: px ∈ D. Then,(D′)• = D• ∪ po

•. If pe ∈ D, then•D′ = •D ∪ •pi
and(D′)• ⊆ •D′ provided thatpo

• ⊆ •pi in B, or equivalently,ro• ⊆ •ri in B1. If
pe /∈ D, •D′ = •D . Sincepo

• /∈ •D and(D′)• = D• ∪ po
•, (D′)• �⊂ •D′ .

(10) B is obtained by first deletingtr, (ri, tr) and(tr, ro) fromB1 and then fusingri with pe
andro with px . This results in a total loss of three nodes and two arcs. IfB1 andB2 are
both Petri net processes, so isB. Hence,Z(B) = |F | − |P ∪ T | + 2 = (|F1| + |F2| −
2)− (|P1∪T1|+|P2∪T2|−3)+2 = |F1|−|P1∪T1|+2+|F2|−|P2∪T2|+2−1 =
Z(B1) + Z(B2) − 1.

(11) The result is trivial.
(12) LetM ∈ R(B,Mi). By Definition 3.2,M(p) = M1(p) if p ∈ P1 andM(p) = M2(p)

if p ∈ P2 − {pe, px}. By Theorem 3.1,M1 ∈ [B1,Mr〉 andM2 ∈ [B2,Me〉. SinceM1
is bounded byk1 andM2 by k2,M(p)� max{k1, k2} ∀p ∈ P .

(13) ∀M:Mi[B,�〉M, where� ∈ L(B,Mi), letM = (m1,m2), wherem1 is the component
of M overP1 andm2 overP2 − {pe, px}. ∀t ∈ T = T1 ∪ T2 − {tr}, consider four
cases.

Case1: t ∈ T1 − {tr} andm2 = Mc. This implies thatMr[B1, f1(�)〉m1. Sincet is
live in B1, ∃� : m1[B1,�t〉. Let �1 = � if � does not containtr. Otherwise, let�1 be
the result of replacing eachtr within � with a firable e-sequence ofB2. Then, inB, we
haveMi[B,��1t〉. That is,t is live in B.

Case2: t ∈ T1 −{tr} andm2 �= Mc. SinceB2 is almost live and terminates properly,
∃�2 : m2[B2,�2〉Mx. Then, inB, we haveMi[B,��2〉(m′

1,Mc), wherem′
1 = m1+po.

This becomes Case 1.
Case3: t ∈ T2 andm2 = Mc. This implies thatMr[B1, f1(�)〉m1. Sincetr is live

in B1, ∃�1 : tr /∈ �1 andm1[B1,�1〉m′
1[tr〉, wherem′

1(pe) = 1. Sincet is live in
B2, ∃� : Me[B2,�t〉. Then, inB, we haveMi[B,��1�t〉. That is,t is live in B.

Case4: t ∈ T2 andM2 �= Mc. The proof follows from a combination of Cases 2
and 3.

(14) ∀M:Mi[B,�〉M, where� ∈ L(B,Mi), letM = (m1,m2), wherem1 is the component
of M overP1 andm2 overP2 − {pe, px}. Consider two cases.

Case1: m2 = Mc. Then,m1 = Mr[B1, f1(�)〉. SinceB1 is reversible,∃�1, such
thatM1[B1,�1〉Mr. By Lemma 3.3,∃�′

1, such thatf1(��′
1) = f1(�)�1 ∈ L(B1,Mr).

Hence,M[B,�′
1〉Mi . That is,B is reversible.

Case2: m2 �= Mc. SinceB2 terminates properly,∃�2:m2[B2,�2〉Mx. Then, inB,
we haveM[B,�2〉(m′

1,Mc), wherem′
1 = m1 +po. This becomes Case 1. Hence,B is

reversible.
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T − •pr − p•
r

•pr p•
r

P − {pr }
pr

(
V (P − {pr }, T )
0 I1 −I2

) T − •ri − r•o •ri r•o tr
P ′ − {ri , ro}

ri
ro


 V (P − {pr }, T ) 0

0 I1 0 −1
0 0 −I2 1




Fig. .9. Incidence matricesV of B (left) andV ′ of B ′ (right). (I1 andI2 are identity vectors).

Proof for Theorem 4.1 (Fig. 9).
(1) According to its construction,B ′ obviously satisfies the definition of SM (MG,

FC and AC) ifB is SM (resp., MG, FC and AC).
(2) SinceB is conservative,∃� = (x1, . . . , x|P |)�1 such that�V = 0. Let �′ =

(x1, . . . , x|P |, x|P |). Then,�′ �1 and�′V ′ = (�V,−x|P | + x|P |) = 0. That
is, B ′ is conservative. Similar argument shows that�V �0 leads to�′V ′ �0.
Hence,B ′ is structurally bounded.

(3) SinceB is consistent,∃� = (x1, . . . , xa, y1, . . . , yb, z1, . . . , zc)�1 such that
V � = 0, wherea = |T − •pr − pr

•|, b = |•pr | andc = |pr
•|. Let y =

y1 + · · · + yb andz = z1 + · · · + zc. Then, the bottom equation ofV � =
0, i.e.,V [pr, T ]� = 0, leads toy = z. Let �′ = (�, y). Then,�′ �1 and
V ′�′ = 0. The latter follows from the three horizontal components ofV ′ :
V ′[P ′−{ri, ro}, T ∪{tr}]�′ = V [P −{pr}, T ]�+y ·0 = 0, V ′[ri, T ∪{tr}]�′ =
y1+y2 +· · ·+ya −y = 0, andV ′[ro, T ∪{tr}]�′ = −z1−z2 −· · ·−zc +y =
−y+y = 0. Hence,B ′ is consistent. Similar argument shows thatV ��0 leads
to V ′�′ �0 and thatB ′ is repetitive.

(4)–(6) InV ′, after adding rowro to row ri , the top|P ′ − {ro}| rows become(V ,0)
and the bottom row(0,0,−I2,1) is linearly independent of the other rows.
The rank of this new matrix is obviously rank(V ) + 1. Hence, Rank(B ′) =
Rank(B) + 1. In B ′, cluster[pr] of B is replaced by cluster[ro] of B ′ and a
new cluster[ri] = {ri, tr} is created. Hence,|C(B ′)| = |C(B)| + 1. Lastly,
Rank(B ′) = Rank(B) + 1 = |C(B)| − 1 + 1 = |C(B ′)| − 1.

(7) Let K be a minimal SM-cover ofB. ∀S ∈ K : (pr ∈ S), createS′ by replac-
ing pr with {ri, ro} ∪ {tr} ∪ {(ri, tr)(tr, ro)} (with some obvious relabeling of
connections) and replaceSwith S′ in K. SinceS′ is a SM, the resultingK is a
minimal SM-cover ofB ′.

(8) and (9) Ifpr /∈ D, thenri /∈ D′, ro /∈ D′ and tr /∈ •D′ ∪ (D′)•. This implies that
•D′ = •D and(D′)• = D•. Hence,•D′ ⊆ (D′)• provided that•D ⊆ D• and
(D′)• ⊆ •D′ provided thatD• ⊆ •D . If pr ∈ D, letD′ = D − {pr} ∪ {ri, ro}.
Then,(D′)• = D• ∪ {tr} and•D′ = •D ∪ {tr}. Hence,•D′ ⊆ (D′)• provided
that•D ⊆ D• and(D′)• ⊆ •D′ provided thatD• ⊆ •D .

(10) Z(B ′) = |F ′| − |P ′ ∪ T ′| + 2 = |F | + 2 − (|P | + 1) − (|T | + 1) + 2
= Z(B).

(11) If, in B, the longest e-path containingpr has length LP(B, pr), then, inB ′,
the longest e-path containingri and ro has length LP(B, pr) + 1. Since the
length of those paths not containingri andro remains unchanged, LP(B ′) =
max{LP(B),LP(B, pr) + 1}.
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(12)–(14) Since, inB ′, ri andro together play the same role aspr in B, the initial marking,
token distribution and firability of the transitions all remain unchanged. Hence,
boundedness, liveness and reversibility ofB are preserved inB ′.

Proof for Theorem 4.2. By combining the corresponding properties of Theorems 3.4
and 3.5.
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